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Mary Olson Farm OPEN for the Summer!
By Patricia cosgrove

Since the late 1990s we have used this newsletter to share stories 
and updates on the restoration and development of the Mary 
Olson Farm. From new roofs to furnishing the weaving house, it 
has been an incredibly rewarding story to tell. Believe it or not, this 
is our eighth year to be open for summer drop-in visitors! Each year 
attendance has grown as more and more folks discover what a rare gem 
we have in the Mary Olson Farm.

While the buildings and gardens were fully restored by 2011 making 
me think the Farm was fully formed, we are happy to report that 
it continues to inspire new programs and exciting new physical 
improvements. This is somewhat ironic for a place that was first logged 
in the 1860s, was sold to Alford Olson in 1879 to farm, and purchased 
by the City from his descendants in 1994 to become a park.  It is 
amazing how much new can happen at a place which looks like a 
snapshot of 1902. In the spirit of a proud parent, I want to share some of 
the Farm’s new developments, just in time for you to enjoy them during 
this year’s summer open hours!  



EvEning Hours at tHE MusEuM!   
First tHursdays 6 - 8 pM
Join us for Free visits on first Thursdays, from noon to 4 p.m. and for evening open hours 6 to 8 p.m. During evening hours 
we will have a Late Play Date for the kiddos with themed activities and craft tables perfect for children 3-12 years of age, no 
registration required.  
Late Play Dates are made possible by support from the Robert Chinn Foundation. 

Register for Farm and Museum events online at www.wrvmuseum.org  or call 253-288-7439. 

Fun on tHE FarM
opEn EvEry saturday and sunday JunE 23 to august 26 FroM noon - 5 pM 

Admission is FREE! 
Take your family on a trip back in time to the Mary Olson Farm. Kids will love meeting our cow, chickens, and mini 
donkeys and going on a tour of the Olson’s farmhouse. Pack a picnic and spend the day enjoying one of the best 
preserved farms in King County! Open hours made possible by the Wyman Youth Trust.

FrEE prograMs tHis suMMEr at tHE FarM
JunE 23 - Open Studio with Artist in Residence Michelle Lassaline, Noon – 5 p.m. 
July 15  - Stitchin' at the Farm, textile demos 2 – 4 p.m.
July 29  - Open Studio with Artist in Residence Michelle Lassaline, Noon – 5 p.m. 
august 12  - Gary Stroutsos Native Flute, concert 2 p.m.
august 18  - Hops in the Valley, lecture 1 p.m. 
august 25  - Poets on the Farm, readings and workshop 1 – 4 p.m. 

sunsEts at Mary olson FarM
July 5, 19 & August 2, Farm opens at 6 p.m., concert begins at 7 p.m.
The Auburn Symphony Chamber Orchestra presents a wonderful series of outdoor chamber music at the Farm. 
For more information and tickets please visit www.auburnsymphony.org. 

living History CaMp sEssion 1: august 6 - 10
sEssion 2: august 13 - 17
9 aM to noon 
Kids ages 6 – 11 will explore the daily activities of farm life in the early 20th century. Activities include: caring for 
farm animals, working in the garden, finger weaving, archery, baking in a wood stove, playing historic games and 
more! $100 per child (Auburn resident), pre-registration required at www.auburnwa.gov.

Hops and Crops MusiC and BEEr FEstival  
21 and up only
sEptEMBEr 15, noon - 6 pM
Get ready for cold brews and cool tunes at this annual festival featuring samples from 
Washington’s best craft breweries and live musical performances by some amazing roots,
indie and soul bands! $15 online before September 7th / $20 after and at the door. 

Sasquatch: Ancient Native Perspectives on the Mysterious Beings of the Woods shines light 
on the origins of Sasquatch as understood through regional Native American traditions. 

Long a subject of popular culture, cryptozoology and lore, people have been fascinated 
with the possible presence of mysterious humanoid beings that live deep in the Pacific 
Northwest forests. The exhibit content draws from the words of Native people interviewed by 
pioneering anthropologists, c1880 to 1950 and includes art, artifacts, maps and spoken quotes. 

The Sasquatch exhibit is sponsored by 4Culture, the Hugh and Jane Ferguson Foundation 
and the Tulalip Tribe.

Sasquatch: 
Ancient Native Perspectives on the Mysterious Beings of the Woods

Open July 11 to December 16

MusEuM MystEry CaMp 
agEs 6 - 12
sEssion 1: July 16 - 20
sEssion 2: July 23 - 27
9 aM - noon 
Each day is a new mystery and 
includes activities like detective 
training, orienteering, scavenger 
hunts, code breaking, and even a 
chance to break free from a Museum “escape room”! 
$100 per child (Auburn resident), pre-registration required 
at www.auburnwa.gov. 

nativE storytElling
august 3, 7 pM 
Roger Fernandes, Lower Elwha Band of 
the S’Klallam, incorporates song, dance, 
and tales from around the world in this 
captivating storytelling program. Free 
event, no registration required, but space 
is limited. 

HookEd on History
July 11, 18, 25 & august 1, 10:30 - 11:30 aM
Stop by the Museum before the concerts in Les Gove 
Park for free crafts and activities with a new theme each 
week! Free, no registration required. Hooked on History is 
made possible by the Wyman Youth Trust.

Big Foot Does Not Like 
BirthDay Parties
sEptEMBEr 6, 6 pM 
Join kid’s author and performer Eric 
Ode for a special Big Foot themed 
story time and sing-a-long at our 
September Late Play Date. Free, no 
registration required.



www.wrvmuseum.org • 253-288-7433

The Olson family on the front steps of their farm house.
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First, A Little Background

The Mary Olson Farm is a City of Auburn park 
managed by the Museum as a living history and 
environmental learning center. It is open for pre-
arranged school and other tours during the school 
year, and open for drop-in visits on summer 
weekends.  The Farm is a 67 acre site with seven 
fully restored buildings, a 130 year old orchard, 
beautiful gardens, deeply forested hillsides not 
logged since the 1870s, a salmon bearing stream, 
livestock and producing hay meadows. The 
Mary Olson Farm embraces visitors in a private 
canyon which blocks the modern world from 
site. Everyone who visits falls in love with the site 
leading us to use the tagline, Renewing Our Love of 
the Land.

Mary Olson Farm OPEN for the Summer!

By Patricia Cosgrove
Hardest Things About 
Restoring the Farm

1.  I Did Not Know the Olsons

All of our restoration was guided by 
great architects (BOLA Architecture 
+ Planning) that specialize in historic 
preservation, a few 1920s photographs 
of the Farm, and a few oral histories 
reflecting memories of the mid-1900s. 
Personal things such as, were they 
religious? Did they like sports? Stuff like 
that which might be reflected in the 
farmhouse decor are just not known. 

2.  Identifying Great Contractors

Turning a fragile historic building over 
to a contractor takes a leap of faith. 
Thankfully, most of the restoration was 
done by two individuals who changed 
the course of their lives to work on 
the Farm. One left a union job, thus 
delaying retirement; the other moved 
from Eastern Washington and lived in 
a trailer to have the honor to work 
with real materials, use their wonderful 
carpentry skills, and help to restore the 
Farm buildings to their original modest 
splendor. 

3. Raising the Money

We raised about two million dollars, 
most of it in small amounts ($2,000 
to $5,000). But if you stretch that goal 
out over enough years, and don’t get 
discouraged, you can do it!

Reconstructed Foot Bridge

When Mary and family lived on the Farm their house faced the ‘big’ road. 
Today, that branch of the road is the entry driveway. The family allowed 
their livestock to graze throughout the farmstead, except for inside 
the farmhouse yard and the orchard. 1920s photos show short grass 
reaching down to the banks of Olson Stream, as such they could look 
across the road (driveway) and see their south meadow. That is where 
the big vegetable gardens were located, and rightly so as that soil is rich 
and brown with nary a rock.  To get to the south meadow they crossed 
a wooden bridge. We have one, and only one, photo of that bridge. The 
new bridge was constructed following what details we could see in that 
historic photo. The bridge is constructed with amazingly beautiful, thick 
cedar planks. Today, in the fall you can see middle school students on the 
bridge observing salmon spawn. The bridge looks like it has always been 
there. Happily, Libby the cow has agreed to walk over the bridge, cause 
of course, the grass is greener on the other side!

A beautiful wooden footbridge was rebuilt following historic photographs.  Now, rather 
than tromping through the brush, you can stand on the bridge to see salmon spawn.

The Mary Olson Farm contains seven fully restored historic buildings 
including this 1897 barn.



Ordinary People, Extraordinary History

Pollinator Garden

At your next visit to the Farm you might notice a 100 foot 
x 5 foot strip of black plastic on the ground bordering the 
orchard fence. It is the first step in creating a pollinator 
garden. Later this fall, after all of the grass roots and 
weed seeds under that black plastic have baked during 
the summer sun, we will plant a special mix of native 
wildflowers which will provide native foods for a wide 
range of pollinators from spring through fall. 

Why create a pollinator garden...because we need to help 
our our pollinator friends. The movement of pollen (male 
gametes) to the female parts of a flower (the pistil) is 
the fundamental way that most plants reproduce. This 
produces a new seed and ultimately nearly all of the plants 
that surround us. More than 85% of all plant species on 
Earth need or benefit from animal assistants, we call these 
assistants, pollinators.  They might be bees, flower flies, 
wasps, butterflies, even hummingbirds!

Many pollinators visit flowers for sugary nectar which 
provides a high energy food source. Plants have evolved 
to provide this reward as a way to attract animal visitors, 
which then inadvertently become dusted with pollen grains. 
Some of those pollen grains fall off when visiting other 
flowers, thus fertilizing them. A few animals, especially bees, 
visit flowers specifically for the pollen itself, which they feed 
to their offspring as a protein-packed source of nutrition. In 
the process of collecting lots and lots of pollen, bees drop 
some along the way, leaving a trail of fertilized flowers in 
their wake. 

By bees, do we mean HONEY BEES? Well…kind of, yes.  
Honey bees were imported to America from Europe, 
ultimately reaching the West Coast in the 1860s. However, 
the honey bee populations have been in decline for 
decades. Pesticides, health issues such as mites, and habitat 
destruction are to blame. But honey bees are only one of 
countless other pollinators. 

Native pollinators are the animals that evolved with 
the plants in our region over thousands of years – long 
before honey bees were introduced. Native pollinators 
are highly adapted to the climate and plants of our 
region. Unfortunately, native pollinators are suffering 
from pesticides, health issues such as mites, and habitat 
destruction. So if you can, it’s a great idea to create a 
garden designed to support pollinators. 

New Hens

When weasels killed our hens we were distraught. They 
dug down 24 inches and got around the barricade of 
mesh wire and metal we had installed. After killing our 
hens, they tried to haul them down the two inch tunnel. 
I guess not having a 12 year old boy (Alfred) hanging 
around with his dog, Ace and a gun - as happened in the 
old days - has its consequences. We finally got smart and 
poured a concrete floor in the chicken yard. Sean the 
caretaker fills it with hay and straw so it is clean and soft 
for the three new hens.

As Curator of Education Rachael McAlister says, “Kids 
always ask if our chickens have names. First we introduce 
Shell, then Princes Laya, and finally, with great dramatic 
pause, we let them know the third chicken’s name is 
Macaroni - which is always followed by an explosion of 
laughter!”

These girls were raised by a local family and named by 
their children. We got them when the family moved to a 
new life abroad. Happily our hens are cuddly and friendly, 
so they are great poultry ambassadors with visiting 
classes, camps and visitors. The pollinator garden and the new interpretive signs on that subject 

are made possible by grants from the King Conservation District.

Butterfly

Sweat Bee
Flower Fly

Bumble Bee on Beebalm
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Some of My Favorite Things to Do 
at the Mary Olson Farm

1.  Breathe Deep
The Farm envelops you with its green 
hillsides. Relax, look around slowly, revel in its 
preservation and existence. 

2.  Pet Stinger and Pip on Their Fluffy 
Foreheads
Stinger is the ‘red head’ of our two mini-
donkeys. Pip is the black, very sensitive one. 
They are an Italian breed designed to work in 
mines. Loving, thoughtful, and full of play, you 
have to meet the boys if you visit the Farm.

3.  Admire Libby
Known as the ‘Diva of Cows’ Libby is a Jersey, 
i.e. a blond bombshell. She has long dark 
lashes which she uses to bewitch her humans.

4.  Sit on the Edge of the Hay Platform 
and Look UP!
Way up at the 25 foot tall barn you will 
see the trolley system used by the Olsons 
to move dry hay from the wagon to the 
platforms. It’s a majestic site. 

5.  Stand Along the Stream and Listen
They are right about streams and brooks. 
They do babble and it is meditative. 

Artist in Residence

The City of Auburn’s Arts Coordinator Allison Hyde came up with 
a great idea!  Wouldn’t it be wonderful to use the Farm as an artist’s 
studio? So working with the City of Auburn and the Auburn Arts 
Commission we interviewed a number of wonderful artists and 
are happy to announce that Michelle Lassaline was selected for the 
debut year of the Mary Olson Farm Artist in Residence program. 

Lassaline’s portfolio includes beautiful watercolor studies of nature, 
reflecting a mastery of that difficult media. Often working from 
photographs taken at outdoor sites across the country, the artist’s 
imagery focuses on “the systems that shape the natural world,” 
hoping to “capture the details of each stone, leaf, or sliver of light in 
order to show the sublime moments I find in nature.”  

As a bonus, Lassaline is whimsical AND an animal lover, reflected in 
a series of larger than life, imaginative papier-mâché animal heads 
which she incorporates with public performances. The Mary Olson 
Farm’s seven historic buildings, livestock and 67 beautiful acres will 
be an ideal setting to inspire both her watercolor painting and mask 
making, helping her to create a body of work inspired by “places 
where wilderness intersects with architecture.” 

The Mary Olson Farm Artist in Residence is a new program 
offering the opportunity for an artist to pursue their work in, and 
to be inspired by, the unique and beautiful setting of the Farm. The 
residency will last two months during June and July, providing the 
artist with a large indoor barn studio and a monetary stipend, and 
will include a variety of public programming that will be free and 
open to the public.  Meet Lassaline and see her work at the Farm on 
June 23 and July 29, noon to 5pm.

SUMMER OF UNIQUE PROGRAMS

As if this is not enough to draw you to the Farm, we have arranged a variety of interesting weekend 
programs. Creative people are inspired by the Mary Olson Farm and they want to be there to soak up the 

vibes, resulting in this array of activities. 

FREE EVENTS AT THE FARM THIS SUMMER

June 23, Mary Olson Farm opens on weekend days, noon to 5pm

June 23, Open Studio, noon to 5pm, with Artist in Residence Michelle Lassaline 

July 15, Stitchin’ at the Farm, 2-4pm, knitting demonstration by the Snohomish  
    Knitting Guild and Swedish textile design demonstration Bailey O’Connor

July 29, Open Studio, noon to 5pm, with Artist in Residence Michelle Lassaline

August 12, Native Flute Concert, 2pm, with Gary Stroutsos

August 18, Hops in the Valley Lecture, 1pm, with Museum Curator of   
    Collections Hilary Pittenger and  Arthur Cohn of Scamp Brewing

August 25, Poets on the Farm, 1-4pm, with Northwest Renaissance Poets

My work restoring the Farm began in the summer of 1994 when a team of folks worked three days a week 
to remove junk (multiple dumpsters full,) locate treasures such as a few of Mary’s rag rugs, and put blue tarps 
over the leaky roofs. This took all summer long. Restoration began in earnest with grants to reroof the barn 

done in 1999, and it has been a process of love and grit ever since. We have many people and agencies to 
thank along that way, but none as much as the City of Auburn who believed enough in possibilities to allow 

this effort to begin, carry on and flourish as the fully restored family farm we see today. 

I hope you visit and bring your friends and family.  Wear your walking shoes and bring a picnic. 

“The Lost Coast Trail”, by Michelle Lassaline, 
Watercolor on Paper



Sometimes while doing research on objects that have 
been in the Museum’s collection, it becomes necessary 
to search through our earliest institutional documents – 
the meeting minutes of the White River Valley Historical 
Society (WRVHS). This passionate group of historically-
minded residents of Kent and Auburn came together in 
1958 to share and preserve stories of the history of the 
White River Valley region, and would go on to build the 
first White River Valley Museum building in Les Gove 
Park in 1970. They ran the Museum as an all-volunteer 
organization until 1990. The meeting minutes for the 
WRVHS contain a wealth of information about the 
activities of the early Museum founders – and also reflect 
what life was like in Auburn in the mid-20th century and 
what was on the minds of this group of residents. 

Like many historical societies, the WRVHS sponsored 
time capsule projects. From the August 6, 1969 meeting 
minutes: “The time capsules were ‘put to sleep’ under the 
concrete approach to the front entrance of the museum 
at 1 P.M. on July 31, 1969. The concrete was inscribed by 
Jim Shaughnessy as follows: ‘Do not open until the year 
2069’.” Despite having to move the capsules during later 
construction, the Museum still has these time capsules in 
storage and is patiently waiting for 2069!

Before they had a building, the WRVHS found other 
venues for educating the public about local history. The 
March 7, 1968 meeting minutes record a conversation 
about one program idea: “[There are] plans for 
the Society to sponsor a Parade on the History of 
Transportation. [Betty Roberson] suggested old-time 
dresses, and whiskers for the men. Mr. Van Winkle voted 
against the whiskers on the grounds that we might 
be mistaken for beatniks.” While we do know that the 
parade went forward, there is no report on if any of the 
men risked wearing whiskers.

The WRVHS was not immune from the norms of 
newspaper reporting in the 1960s, especially as it 
concerned reporting on women. Truncated versions of 
the meeting minutes were regularly published in local 
Auburn newspapers. Even when the November 1960 
meeting experienced low attendance and had to cancel 
two presentations because the speakers couldn’t reach 
the venue after a sudden snowstorm, the Auburn Sun 
still made sure to report on the clothing of the WRVHS 
President and Secretary: “Mrs. Roberson in a red velvet 
chapel and a black suit and Mrs. Morley, with a black half-
hat and plaid jacket, led the meeting.” The men were listed 
with their titles, rather than their clothing choices.

Politics also made their way into historical society 
discussions. In February 1960 - the height of the Red 
Scare, the Vietnam War, and fears about the role of 
communism in East Asia - Chapin Foster, director 
emeritus of the Washington State Historical Society, 
spoke to the WRVHS: “Mr. Foster opened his remarks 
with a tribute to George Washington. He reminded his 
audience that a prime objective of the society is to instill 
love of country and respect for its doctrines in the minds 
of our young. He continued with a timely and factual 
account of his trip, giving an outline of what he saw to be 
the United States’ mission in northern Asia.”

No matter what heavy topics were discussed, the 
Historical Society officers and members always found a 
way to have fun. The March 18, 1973 meeting minutes 
conclude with: “The meeting ended with a couple of 
good old Irish ditties, sung by [former Mayor of Auburn] 
Mr. Jim Shaughnessy in a good old Irish brogue.”

Meet Mr. Caretaker

Meet Sean, caretaker at the 
Mary Olson Farm. If you visit 
during the summer, there is 
a good chance you will meet 
Sean, and maybe Angela his 
partner (our Curator of 
Poultry!)  

Sean lives on the Farm and is 
responsible for the livestock, 
grounds maintenance and 
the Farm’s overall safety. 
He has a background in 
restaurant management; 
seeking a more relaxed and 
fulfilling lifestyle, he changed 
professions a couple years 
ago…boy are we are very 
glad he did!

Sean greets visitors during 
summer open hours, 
scratches Libby’s itchy 
areas, works hard to keep 
the donkeys from getting 
fat, mows, mows, and does 
some more mowing, and 
helps with all kinds of tasks. 

Patricia Cosgrove, Farm 
manager says “I can’t say 
how pleased I am to work 
with Sean, he loves and takes 
great pride in the Farm, and 
makes everyone feel very 
welcome.”

The White River Valley Historical Society

FROM THE BACK ROOM

The original version of the Museum building, seen shortly after completion 
of construction in Les Gove Park, 1970.  

The 1960 White River Valley 
Historical Society Board. Left to 
Right: George Russell, Grant Dunbar, 
Mr. Holt, Jim Shaughnessy, Ralph 
Pommert, Joe Koch, Alice Koch, 
Henry Dykstra, Faye Shaughnessy, Ed 
Reitan, and Clarence Schoff.

Anthropologist Arthur Ballard and 
members of the Pioneer Daughters 

of Slaughter were both important 
driving forces in the creation of the 

White River Valley Historical Society. 
Here, members of the Pioneer 

Daughters pose with Mr. Ballard 
(center, black coat) at the celebration 

of his 83rd birthday.

Betty Roberson, second from the left, 
and other members of the WRVHS make 
“old-fashioned ice cream” at the 1962 
Historical Society picnic.

The WRVHS held annual picnics 
at City Park (now called Auburn 
Veterans Memorial Park). Some 

members chose to dress up in 
historical costumes for the event.
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Rent the Museum
Planning a retirement or anniversary party? Need a meeting room? 

Need to hold a mixer, but not at your workplace?

If so, consider renting the White River Valley Museum.  At $40 an hour for the 
Muckleshoot Room and $125 an hour for the entire Museum, it can’t be beat. The 
exhibits create a wonderful backdrop for mingling and the Muckleshoot room can 
hold 30 people, theater style. Interested in learning more? Contact Janet Wells our 

Facility Coordinator at 253 804-5010 or jwells@auburnwa.gov.


